
NARRATIVE ESSAY PRESENT TENSE OR PAST TENSE

Essays that use the literary present tense (When writing about the events of a story: Alex then demands a declaration
from Stella, but she.

But other audience differences are more subtle. The setup for both is simple; the effects are vastly different.
For example, you may describe an amazing feat performed by someone, and at the very end you add the
shocking news that the person was blind or in a wheelchair or wearing a full-body cast. They may develop a
deeper involvement in the story. Obviously, you would tell a story differently to a preschooler than you would
to an engineer. Non-English Papers If you are writing a paper in another subject, notably the sciences and
social sciences, these rules will not necessarily apply. Then tell it to a friend or colleague. James , Aspern
Papers, ch. If you wish to use the past tense then you need to refer to the events of the past. When you are
dealing with multiple sentences in a single content then you must practice using such sentences in your normal
article writing routine. The most normal choice would be past, since the incident has already occurred.
Quoting an essay, you would write, eg. Everybody loves a storyâ€”but it must be a story well told in order to
achieve its purposes. Stories using the past tense are written the same way stories have been told for
yearsâ€”once upon a time, sometime before the present time, these marvelous characters existed and lived out
a fantastic adventure. Yes, we all know wonderful stories told using present tense. Use the narrative tense that
works for the story, the genre, and your readers. Defining your purpose will help you decide how much to
include and how to present it. In narrative present the action of the narrative is given. Let me stress that neither
choice is right or wrong on principle. Here, both "wrote" and "lived" are in the past tense since they refer to
Dillard's life, not her writings. Be prepared to change from present tense to past in order to see your
manuscript accepted by a publisher. A stand-up comedian uses a completely different approach than someone
telling a scary story around a campfire. January 31, by Fiction Editor Beth Hill last modified January 31, One
of the first decisions for a writer beginning a new story is the choice of narrative tenseâ€”will the story be a
look into past events or will it race through the present? A narrative used to inform will contain only the bare
bones details. While you would be moving fro tense to tense it may create some confusion while writing or
while transitioning the content. Use some of the techniques you have used in your descriptive writing to dress
up your narrative. Hence you need to be very careful while making that smooth transition between the tenses.
It will provide you a platform where you can try out your hand then proofread it to make sure everything is
correct. When writing for a broader audience, define those terms. The present tense is often associated with
literary fiction, short stories, students in writing programs and workshops, and first novels. In most cases, you
will tell the story in the order that it happened. Present-tense narration is also much more recent a practice.
Either they insist using the simple past is the only way to tell a story or they say present tense has much to
offer and is as equally valid as past tense. The most important thing is that you need to keep the content
relevant and keep a check on your verb tenses. Then return to the same idea at the end. Do narrator and
viewpoint characters see actions and events as happening in the past or do they act as if the events are
happening right now?


